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Letter from the Edit or
May is here, which means we made it to the third
and final issue of Access Spring 2012! It has been
an incredible journey and I couldn’t be more proud
of this astounding crew that worked hard to create fresh ideas and produce the best magazine we
possibly could.
This semester we accomplished what we set out
to do from the start. We recorded our artistic history
bringing you the motivating Cinequest film festival,
inspirational Academy Award-winners, a little comic
book shop with heroic dreams and so much more
all the way to this issue loaded with culture and
ingenuity.
The stories in this issue will take you on a journey
through various cultures, weaving the threads from
all walks of life into one unique fabric. We hope it
will inspire you to break from your niche and explore
something new.
With graduation just a handful of sunny days
away, I am ready for something new. My undergraduate career is almost over. My term as editor and
art director is over. I want to cry, sing, dance, sigh
and laugh, quite possibly all at the same time. I
am anxious and excited to leave SJSU knowing it
has well-prepared me to enter the real world as an
educated and cultured intellectual.
“Don’t cry because it’s over, smile because it
happened.” –Dr. Seuss

Download the events guide from
our website or scan the QR code!
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Blurring the Line Between
Mainstream & Underground
WORDS & PHOTOS: Sean Wince

An unseen machine spews water vapor
above the crowd, literally changing the atmosphere of the room and giving tired ravers a
refreshing blast of cool air. Powerful strobe
lights and lasers flash across the stage, illuminating not just the DJ but also the crowd with
colorful beams that stimulate the visual senses.
The magnificent sound system is bursting with
addictive beats like shockwaves from an earthquake. The beats get softer for a few seconds,
allowing a female singer’s vocals to begin a
soothing transition. Then, suddenly — or not so
suddenly — the heavy beat explodes back into
action, sending a monstrous bass line reverberating throughout the entire building.
Raves contain an experience that is unlike
most parties in San José, mostly due to the sheer
size of the crowd and their dedication to the
music. Even the most active clubs in downtown
San José have half their attendees on the dance
floor while the other half is sitting at tables or
getting a drink at the bar. That is because the
goal of many ravers is to dance their asses off.
All other considerations take a back seat to this
goal — which can sometimes lead to a lack of
safety.
Recently raves have received a bad reputation in the mainstream media. One of the
largest electronic music events in the country,
Electric Daisy Carnival, was criticized in 2010
for the death of a 15-year-old girl who overdosed on ecstasy. Also in 2010, a man died of
a similar drug overdose at a large event at the
Cow Palace in Daly City, Calif. The promoters
of such massive raves strictly prohibits illegal
drugs and bar the entrance of underage teenagers — but with 50,000 people at one event, it’s
nearly impossible to catch all the rule-breakers.
The perception that raves are a breeding ground for dangerous drugs has fueled
a campaign by some lawmakers to ban the
events altogether. In 2011, California State
Assemblywoman Fiona Ma proposed the “AntiRaves Act of 2011,” which would have outlawed
any “public event at night that includes prerecorded music and lasts more than three and
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one-half hours.” This drastic law never passed,
but raves continue to be seen as controversial in
the public eye.
“It’s more blown up now,” said Toan Bui,
an avid raver from San José. “People don’t truly
understand. Everybody thinks that if you go
to raves, you’re doing drugs and you’re doing
all that bad stuff. But it’s not really about that.
People come for the music and to have fun.”
San Francisco and Oakland each have
competing weekly rave events — EPR and
Womp, respectively. In addition, there are
several up-and-coming groups that are trying
to gain notoriety and make an impact on the
scene. One of these groups, Infinite Events, was
formed in late 2011 as the brainchild of San José
native, Ryan Tullai. According to him, organizing successful raves on a consistent basis
requires more business skills than most people
realize.
“This is a very strategic thing,” Tullai
explained. “It’s not just DJs, lights and sound.
Anyone can throw a party or two. But not
everyone can stay around, profit and grow.”
Because Infinite Events and other groups
mainly stick to San Francisco and Oakland,
the South Bay has failed to conjure a consistent
event that fills the electronic music niche.
Back in December 2011, an event called
SC Nightfire was created as a weekly rave event
held in the RC Mania building on Stevens Creek
Boulevard in Santa Clara. The last straw was an
incident in which a 16-year-old girl, believing
she had overdosed on drugs, called the police
for help. She received medical attention and
ended up recovering, but the incident left an
impression on the organizers of SC Nightfire
who canceled all future events.
The status of the rave scene in San José
remains tenuous at best. A recent underground
rave, called Plurfest, was held in a business
building on Senter Road. Attendees did not
have to show identification for entrance, and
alcohol was sold to anyone with the right
amount of dollars.
Right: SJPD breaking up the Plurfest event,
a risky, underground rave held in a business
building on Senter Road in San José

“It was extremely difficult finding a good
location,” said one of Plurfest’s promoters who
wished to remain anonymous. “We barely made
it happen in all honesty.”
The police broke up the event at 1 a.m.
— two hours earlier than the event’s planned
ending — but not before the promoters made a
significant amount of money and allowed their
best DJ to perform. It’s becoming clear that
rave organizers know they are working in the
shadows of the law, but are nonetheless finding
ways to give the best experience possible to the
people who want to party.
When asked about their stance on raves,
the San José Police Department stated that
raves aren’t treated differently than any other
parties — except in the all-too-common cases
where promoters charge an entrance fee to
attend.
“We have a responsibility to protect the
community,” said Public Information Officer
Jose Garcia. “And if these organizers are basically running a business without the proper
permits, we will take necessary action.”
The future of raves in San José is
unclear. There is no doubt a growing movement
that celebrates all forms of electronic music,
and the potential market for raves is increasing at a rapid pace. Perhaps there is a happy,
legal medium that will eventually satisfy San
José residents who crave the visceral raving
experience.

Jordan taha

WORDS: Thyra Phan

PHOTOS: Jeffrey Nguyen

The Beat maker
A student makes time for his passion to rhyme
while keeping his desire for education alive

It all began with a
“A c o a c h i n h i g h
Yama ha beat ma ker he
school always told me you
and a friend salvaged from
play your best when you
a garage sale. Though it
play for someone other
couldn’t record anything,
than yourself,” Taha said.
he was able to scratch it and
When he stepped on
mix beats. At age 12, Jordan
stage, and was illuminated
Ta ha didn’t rea lize the
by red tinted lights, in
effect the instrument would
front of hundreds of ears
have on his life. Taha spent
eager to hear his music. It
countless hours in his room
is this moment when he
writing lyrics to the beats he
feels powerful, knowing
made. It was his little secret.
he can control the mood
After showing his friend the
and attention of the crowd
project, he recommended
with his music. With his
Taha rap the lyrics along
long hair pulled back and
with his beat. That’s when
microphone in hand, Taha
Taha discovered his love for
channels all the energy he
Jordan Taha on stage performing at the AKΩ: Vision event. Taha is also an
rhythm and art.
has and paints the room
engineering major at SJSU while leading a double life as a rapper.
Taha, now 21, weaves
with music. Taha won first
words like intricate knots on a Celtic ring. He
team lets the opponent decide what to do, Taha
place and walked away $2,000 richer.
laces together rhymes and raps about things,
wrote a song called “Defer-ence,” which melds
In another 2Racks competition in San
ranging from helping him get through the day
the words defer and difference together.
Francisco, he tied for first place out of 28
to analyzing a situation. It’s far from the typical
Instead of letting someone else decide
competitors.
“swag rap” one would hear on the radio; Taha’s
what we do, we need to make decisions for ourTaha describes the feeling he gets after a
lyrics are grounded in personal life experiences.
selves. Ultimately, every decision we make is for
performance as “very euphoric, a high that goes
“I like my lyrics to be timeless and a reflecourselves.
unmatched.”
tion of me, so it’s personal,” Taha said. Rooted
“It sounds selfish,” Taha said. “People
To Taha, creating music is just a hobby. His
in his love for philosophy, Taha speaks wisely
think selflessness is not selfish, but I think selfnumber one priority is school. He is a full-time
for his age.
lessness is the positive selfish.” The choices we
student at San José State studying mechaniHis latest song, “Shoulda, Woulda,
make come back to us in a different form.
cal engineering. With a thirst for knowledge,
Coulda,” reflects on the things we look back on,
He dedicates a week preparing himself for
creativity and change, he’s eagerly absorbing
wishing the outcome was different. Taha was
upcoming performances. He and his producer,
new information. Despite his passion for cominspired to conjure this song after enduring a
Nate Racela, help bring his lyrics to life. To
munications and philosophy, Taha wants to
statistics test. Despite the countless hours he
Racela, though, it’s the other way around, with
challenge himself and feels engineering is the
spent studying for the test, he stumbled when
Taha’s lyrics bringing his beats to life.
greatest task he can achieve.
a few exam questions had him second-guessing
“Taha’s lyrics are out of the box because it’s
J.P. Rastrullo, a public relations major
himself. After conferring with his classmates
so complex – you have to closely listen to get the
at SJSU, was blown away by one of Taha’s
after the exam, he realized the answer was right
full effect of the song,” Racela said. Their colperformances.
in front of him. It bothered him all day and
laborative efforts created five 90-second songs
“I thought his st yle, charisma and
there was nothing he could do about it. This
for a rap contest called 2Racks in Berkeley on
demeanor commanded the attention of the
feeling rings true for many moments in our
Dec. 4, 2011, in which he entered under the
audience,” Rastrullo said. “He has an aura that
lives in which we desperately want to change
stage name “JT.”
comes to his art. The best part about him is he
events that happened.
The competition was based on stage
doesn’t know the talent he has.” The positive
The lyrics in his song serve as medicine
presence, originality and lyrics. He dressed
reaction gives Taha confidence and humility,
for this feeling: “I’m a believer in the ultimate
comfortably, in t-shirt and jeans, but never
assuring his talent will lead him in the right
healer reliever, that those with head trauma
without his good luck charm: a pair of Jordans.
direction. And his Yamaha beat maker is still
from drama be subject to amnesia.” Taha attriBefore getting on stage, he thanks God for the
alive, tucked away in his home. Though he
butes his lyrical inspiration to small details,
opportunity to show his music and dedicates
doesn’t know its exact location, he can always
such as making decisions for himself. Using
his performance to someone – in this case, one
find that beat maker in his heart.
the football analogy of deferring, in which a
of his best friends who passed away.
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Miss behave

Sin Sisters troupe unveils
the art of burlesque dancing

WORDS: Morgan Anderson

As the Catalyst Nightclub in Santa
Cruz opens its doors for the monthly Sin
Sisters Burlesque show, backstage is a bustle
of activity.
Balla Fire, gorgeous and gothic with
jet-black hair falling just past her shoulders, hunches over her 1940s-style suitcase,
picking through her various tiny bits of
costuming.
Cyanide Cyn, her sister and partner
in production, glides across the stage in a
floor-length blue ball gown adorned with
thousands of tiny glimmering beads. She
stares out across the seat of tables, scanning
the performance hall to make sure everything from candles to tables is in place.
Madame Chartreuse, standing 6’9”
and worth the climb, towers over everyone in the room, but waltzes through the
crowd with grace. She wears a black, widebrimmed hat adorned with purple and blue
feathers and a glittering turquoise dress
with black feather shoulder decoration.
The moment after the doors open is
a torturous hour because patrons never
know who exactly, and how many entertainers will show up. Audiences don’t know
whether to be excited, nervous or afraid.
The Sin Sisters Burlesque troupe is a
unique group of six performers: Balla Fire,
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Madame Chartreuse, Cyanide Cyn, Patty
Cakes, Valerie Veils and Rizzo Rogue.
“I love what we do, but there are a lot of
variables,” Balla Fire said. “We never know
if we’re going to get 150 people or 300 people through the door. That’s a little bit nerve
wracking.”
Fortunately, this show sold out the VIP
section and brought a good 150 excited people through the door.
The master of ceremonies of the evening is Scotty The Blue Bunny, a nearly
seven-foot-tall flamboyant man wearing a
checkered blue lycra body suit, transparent
7-inch stripper heels and blue bunny ears.

We get down to
little bitty bits often,
but it's dance.
Before the show, he frolics through the
crowd with a Scotch on the Rocks in his
hand, schmoozing and joking with enamored yet unsure guests.
Those that have never been to a Sin
Sisters Burlesque show are easily recognizable. They have a deer-in-headlights look as
they gaze up at Scotty with curiosity and

caution. Their faces all show the same anticipatory uneasiness, as they wonder what
will happen once the stage lights come on.
“The crowds here are amazing,”
Cyanide Cyn said. “I perform in Oakland
and San Francisco and the shows up there
are wonderful. But here, because nobody
really knows what burlesque is and what
to expect, it’s magic. They are so excited by
what we bring.”
Every month they bring in new and
exciting guest performers and this night
was no different.
T h i s m o nt h , t h e y ’v e br o u g ht
Twinkletoes McGee all the way from
Detroit, MI. This evening he performed to
Journey’s “Flash” in a full costume inspired
by the character.
He is a true dancer, as he jumps
through the air doing the splits while simultaneously ripping his jacket off to reveal a
tight red t-shirt with a glittering lightning
bolt on his chest.
“When I go to a show, I want to be
transported to some place different,”
Twinkletoes McGee said. “I don’t want to
know that I’m just at a bar drinking. The
Sin Sisters created such an atmosphere. The
stage decoration and the quality of performers is top notch.”

Photos courtesy of Sin Sisters Burlesque Show

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: 1. Sin Sister and producer Balla Fire shakes her gothic pig tails and
performs a number to an eerie Tom Waits song 2. With feathers and glitter raining down upon
the stage, Valerie Veils displays her unmatched flexibility and charm 3. The Sin Sisters crew
salutes the raucously applauding audience in their curtain call 4. Down to tassels and a
G-string, Valerie Veils cha-chas to the beat of “Shake Señora”

Also performing was guest Kara Nova,
a pole acrobat who somehow holds her body
in paralyzing positions holding on to the
pole with just her hands.
Burlesque is not just about picking a
song and taking your clothes off. It’s an art
form dating back to the 17th century and
was brought to America in the 1800s.
Dancers such as Sally Rand, Tempest
Storm and Gypsy Rose Lee made the art
form famous.
In the early years, each show would
host a troupe of a half dozen dancers, complete with one or two comics and a master
of ceremonies.
The atmosphere of burlesque is a fun
and free environment filled with sensuality,
humor, nudity, political satire and performance art.
“People that don’t know what burlesque
is think we’re strippers,” Balla Fire said. “I’m
not going to say that we’re not because we
do take our clothes off. What we bring is
performance art. It’s very sensual and there
is clothing removal. We get down to little
bitty bits often, but it’s dance.”

Each enter ta iner a lso per forms
in shows across the Bay Area, like San
Francisco and Oakland, which both have
pretty big burlesque scenes. But here at the
Sin Sisters monthly show in Santa Cruz,
they feel most at home.
“We spend a good portion of our free
time together whether we are doing something that’s related to the Sin Sisters or not,”
Cyanide Cyn said. “We’re a family and we
treat each other like family.”

BOTTOM: Twinkletoes McGee joins the Sin Sisters
all the way from Detroit, MI to perform Journey’s
“Flash” RIGHT: Patty Cakes is one of six performers
from the Sin Sisters troupe

stablished in 1994 by the Anime Resource Group,
FanimeCon has become one of the largest anime
conventions on the West Coast, and has garnered an
increasing number of anime fans with nothing but the help
and support from other fans. At the end of FanimeCon 2011,
more than 500 volunteers ran the convention from start to
finish. Milton Le, the convention’s director of communications and head of marketing, said, “For an all-volunteer
convention, this still continues to amaze me.” He claims to
never have expected the convention to transform from a
humble 2,000 attendees into the 20,000-attendee weekend
it was in 2011.
Empty of people in the off-season, the San José
McEnery Convention Center is a vast and hollow building,
whose east and west wings take minutes at a time to travel
across. Those who have attended any sort of convention,
event or large get-together at the Center know the smell,
carpet designs and cool temperature by heart. For those who
have attended FanimeCon, however, the air crackles with
potential energy from the memories of previous years, waiting to be unleashed for a scant four days with the coming
of Memorial Day weekend. In those four days, thousands
of people flock together to share their love for anime, video
games, comic books and all other aspects of being a nerd.

E

A veteran's guide to FanimeCon
May 25-28, 2012

With so many devoted
like-minded individuals present in such a high concentration, magical things can and do happen.
Mainly used to travel from point A to point B, the
main hallway of the Convention Center is a rushing highway of activity, with photography of the many costumed
attendees or “cosplayers”, get-togethers both small and large,
lines to wait in with bated breath and the well-loved “Stage
Zero,” which is run by a few volunteers who announce the
upcoming events of the day and provide entertainment for
passersby. The various ballrooms branch off of this thoroughfare, each showcasing a themed room with differing
atmospheres: the hustle and bustle of the Dealers Room,
the competitive energy of the Electronic Gaming Room
and the dull roar of conversation of the Artist Alley. The
Convention Center, partially connected to the ground levels of the flanking hotels, the Hilton and the Marriott, uses
smaller rooms for informational and discussion panels.
These panels are run by volunteers with the right knowhow and the willingness to share.

PHOTOS: Tim Vantress

In the Artist Alley,
professionals and fans alike engage in the trade of fanart (pieces of art depicting characters from pre-established
games, anime series, and comic books) and their own original works. All skill levels and levels of renown are welcome
as long as you can grab a table in time. One Fanime attendee
of 10 years and Artist Alley worker of four, Caitlin Shratter,
said about the Alley, “I sit at the table. I sell my own prints
and keychains as well as anyone else’s. I advertise the booth,
call people over, get people to talk to me and other people
at the table. They are more likely to buy something if you
try to start a conversation with them. And it helps keep me
entertained.” Some prominent webcomic writers and artists showcase their recent pieces and advertise their work,
as well.

ALL ABOUT ANIME
F
WORDS: Jonathan Hamilton

Download this page
from our website or
scan the QR code!

All photos are from FanimeCon 2011

A fan since 1977 when he was attending graduate
school in Berkeley, he is filled to the brim with knowledge
of anime and manga culture that he is more than happy to
share.
Attendees go to Fanime for the costumes, the artwork,
the shows, the hot deals and the events. Those who have
gone to Fanime several years in a row have already seen
much of what the convention has to offer. However, the
main aspect of the convention that continues to bring them
back is nothing as tangible as a cheap DVD box set. It is the
social atmosphere that the convention generates. Michael
McMahon, an attendee of three years, said that the convention gives “a sense of community for a genre that doesn’t
necessarily have a whole lot of presence in the U.S.”
It could be said that few anime fans are strangers to
the feelings of isolation experienced when loving a form of
entertainment that gets so little exposure here in the states.
It is a simple fact that most people in the United States do
not know who your favorite anime character is, or of the
cutting social satire of the latest slice-of-life series or of the
stirring emotional drama of a space-opera that was animated in the 1970s.
Every year, the Fanime staff decides on a uniting theme
for the convention. Among their list of possible themes have
been steampunk, popular Japanese fashion and others. For
Fanime 2012, the theme will be sports.

TOP ROW LEFT TO RIGHT: Ice Climbers, from the popular Nintendo video game,
getting cuddly at FanimeCon; Legend of Zelda Twilight Princess cosplay characters King Zant, Zelda, Link and Ganondorf.
MIDDLE ROW LEFT TO RIGHT: Fox McCloud from Starfox ; Ash tries to escape
Team Rocket, who wants his one-of-a-kind Pikachu; Midna from Legend of Zelda
Twilight Princess strutting outside the San José McEnery Convention Center.
BOTTOM ROW: An older Snake from “Metal Gear Solid 4” saluting his fans

Meanwhile, half a dozen theater-sized video rooms
showcase the most recent anime series, beloved classics,
music videos and old Asian films. Each room emanates the
sounds of a different crowd watching a different show. All
emotion is encompassed in these rooms, and every genre
is given its time on the vast screens. Be it for the bustling
daytime crowd or the night owls denying sleep to keep the
weekend from ending, the video rooms are always open.
The various panels and discussions that are scheduled throughout the weekend range from makeshift game
shows like “Create an Anime” to the more serious and
informational “Anime (and Manga) for Parents (and Other
Grownups).” The latter panel is run by a man named Gilles
Poitras, who has been attending Fanime since 1997. Once
a normal attendee who bummed rides off of his friends to
get to the Convention Center, he now comes to Fanime as
a guest. “As a guest, the convention gives me a chance to
share what I know and answer questions people may have,”
Poitras said. “This is related to my occupation as a librarian.
I am wired to share information.”
In more recent years, Poitras and voice actor Jonathan
C. Osborne have done a panel called “Older Titles for Newer
Fans.” “We talk about titles which are presently commercially available that we think newer fans are not likely to
have heard of,” Poitras said. “Each year we covered entirely
new material ... In all of my panels and presentations I try
to be as accurate and factual as I can be, relying on scholarly
and reputable sources. ”

“With each of our themes we tend to pick
something that is easy for our members/staff to notice while
keeping it fun for everyone,” Le said.
The theme will be ever-present in the form of artwork
for the conventions the booklets, advertisements and even
some panels and discussions. With the coming together
of anime fans from across the country, there too is an allencompassing theme to tie them together all the more.
With the video rooms, panels, shows and costumes,
it is easy for one who has never been to Fanime to see why
people go back to experience it every year. However, only
someone who has attended for years on end can truly pinpoint the quintessential quality that keeps the convention
alive. Le remarks, “It comes off cliché, but the best part
about FanimeCon for me is the social atmosphere and
energy that you get when you walk around. You can even
feel the energy when you’re walking around downtown
during FanimeCon.” Being a convention run entirely by
volunteers, it is this very energy that has kept it going all
this time, and is an experience not to be missed by newbie
anime fans and Japanese cultural veterans alike.

Travel through 7,000 miles of cultural art, dance and music
at the 4th annual Festival of the Silk Road
- Sunday, May 6th - Mexican Heritage Plaza Theater WORDS: Brittany Patterson

T

hey twirled, a graceful sea of limbs, twisting and transforming to the rhythmic sounds of drums and bells.
They swayed and moved, silhouetted by the tiny beams of
light emitted by the strands of Christmas lights mounted on
the walls of the practice space, muscles taut with grace. It radiates from their lithe figures as they leap across the floor.
The dancers of Ballet Afsaneh are preparing for the
Festival of the Silk Road, a one-day event that will bring to life
the music, art and dances of the Silk Road — the historic trade
route stretching 7,000 miles across the continent of Eurasia
from the China Sea in the East to the Mediterranean in the
West. More than 80 performers and artists representing six
performance ensembles will be sharing traditional dances from
the cultures of the Silk Road during the fourth annual festival.
Sharlyn Sawyer, Director of the Afsaneh Art & Culture
Society and Ballet Afsaneh, a performing arts ensemble, has
been organizing the event since its inception in 2008.
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PHOTOS: Michael Staat

“We approach the Silk Road not only in the traditional
ways that these various cultures that are indigenous to that
Eurasian area interacted,” she said. “We also look at the Silk
Road as almost a metaphor in a greater sense for culture and
collaboration and what those interactions create.”
She said the festival was conceived as a result of an artist
brainstorm in response to the challenges most ensembles face
due to economic struggles such as a decrease in ticket sales,
patrons and, subsequently, the amount of hours volunteers
could contribute to the groups performing these traditional
dances.
“We wanted to create a collaborative production environment and also a gathering point for all of our groups,” Sawyer
said. “At the same time as we’re facing these challenges, the
need for this celebratory community-building and positive
experiences of culture, that need has never been greater.”

and performing at the festival is one of the
give her students a chance to share the intriAccording to Sawyer, Ballet Afsaneh
ways she says the cultural art forms build a
cacies of Kathak dance, one of the seven
performs the classic and folkloric dances of
following.
classical forms of dance in India.
Iran, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan,
“The audience will be able to get a
Nag has combined the traditional
Armenia, Turkey, Chinese Turkistan,
vision of so many cultures that happen in
dance form, with its detailed footwork
Azerbaijan, Kurdistan and North India.
just one part of Asia,” she says. “There are
and tapping, and married it to some of the
Sawyer said her engagement with
so many moves even in Persian dance, and
music found in the popular Bollywood style
Persian dance and dances from the Silk
our dance and Chinese dance, they’re just
of dance.
Road were born out of the privilege of
so many similarities with movements
growing up in the Bay Area and
and certain things. It’s really just one
having friends when she was a child
The Silk Road
language. “
who were from Iran, Greece, Turkey,
Sawyer said there is a particular
Afghanistan and Uzbekistan.
thirst for knowledge in the Bay Area,
“I just fell in love with espereminds us how to share
which makes it a prime place to host a
cially Persian culture,” she says. “Our
festival celebrating the diverse cultures
doorway into the Silk Road has been
through the Persian cultures and all of the Earth with many cultures of the Silk Road.
“There are so many people from
the Iranian-Americans who perform
so many places living here,” Sawyer
with our group.”
said. “When you look at history of the
Sawyer is adamant: None of these
and people...
Silk Road, you see the diversity of the
cultures exist in a vacuum.
people who mingled along that road and
Many of the dancers who study with
“It quickly came apparent to us that
in those cities, in the great cities of the Silk
Nag have been learning with her for more
there were so many cross-pollination in
Road, how it’s a very multicultural society.
than 10 years and often find themselves
the various regions,” she said. “There was
We here in San Francisco are similar to an
improving with age she says.
a need in all of our communities to speak
ancient city on the Silk Road, in that diver“Our dance form is not really itemized,
their heritage, to their particular traditions,
sity is so rich.”
so it does take a lot of time and age,” she
but also in juxtaposition, to others see the
Persia n percussionist Pezh ha m
said. “It has a lot to do with improvisation
common seeds from other cultures right
Akhavass, who plays the Tombak, a Persian
on the stage.”
next door. “
goblet drum covered in camel or goat skin
Interest in Kathak has been growFor Anuradha Nag of the Tarangini
and the Daf, a frame drum that has small
ing, especially in the Bay Area, Nag said,
School of Kathak Dance, the festival will

Continued on page 12

LEFT: Ballet Afsaneh practice choreographed dancing for their upcoming performance
MIDDLE: Sharlyn Sawyer, director of Ballet Afsaneh RIGHT: Dancers strike a pose during rehearsal
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Ballet Afsaneh practices a traditional dance at their studio in
Berkeley in preparation for the festival

Sawyer video records dancers so she can perfect
future performances

Continued from page 11 (Festival of the Silk Road)
by love,” Akhavass said. “I composed this
metal ringlets that line its interior, will also
rhythmic piece to show how the butterbe performing at the festival.
f ly comes to the world light and finally
Akhavass will be performing with a
the butterfly is burned by the light of love,
Persian fusion trio including Moses Sedler
showing how we as humans can experience
who plays cello and Neema Hekmat, who
really strong love, fall in love with life and
will be playing the Setar. Ballet Afsaneh
attraction to what it gives, and that love can
principal dancer Emelie Coleman is going
burn.”
to accompany the trio in Farsi, a Persian
Akhavass said while living in Iran he
language.
had the opportunity to see the real Silk
“We have created this unique and
Road and for him, the road is both a figuramodern piece special for the Festival of the
tive and literal idea.
Silk Road,” Akhavass said.
“The Silk Road reminds us how to
The last part of his performance will be
share the Earth with many cultures and
a duet between him and Miriam Peretz, the
people from many countries, but we all have
assistant artistic director of Ballet Afsaneh.
some common threads such as the desire to
“We will be telling the story of the butmake and build culture, and share it with
terfly, or in Farsi, “Parvaneh,” to show the
one another,” he said. “Part of my motivadance of life through birth, joy of living
tion to come and live in the U.S. was an
and then falling in love, and being burned
BELOW: Sawyer, director of Ballet Afsaneh, demonstrates a move for her students.

inspiration to share and be in a project like
the Festival of the Silk Road.”
Akhavass said he views music and art
as mediums that make people happy, an
international language for peace and love
in the world.
“It doesn’t really matter if you know
the language, you can feel the power and the
energy of the music that conveys the human
spirit,” he said. “I hope that my music and
instrument is something new for people to
hear.”
Ultimately, Sawyer said she just hopes
those attending the festival will have a great
time with family and friends.
“I hope they would take away a glimpse
into the wonderful worlds that each of these
communities of artists represents from their
tradition.”
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fresh ice for
bay area hockey
B etween professional hockey, such as

the San José Sharks, and youth amateur
hockey including the San José Jr. Sharks and
California Cougars, which are part of the
California Amateur Hockey Association
(CAHA), there is definitely a hockey presence in the Bay Area. However, once hockey
enthusiasts get older there aren’t any top
notch training programs in the area to further hone their skills enough to make it into
the big leagues.
Subra Narayan, head coach of the
Peewee B Team for the California Cougars,
a top youth hockey program based out of
Foster City, describes what hockey is like
growing up in the Northeast.
“Kids play hockey outside in the winter,
sometimes six hours a day,” Narayan said.
Hockey players in northern California are
competitive, according to Narayan, just not
as competitive as kids in the colder states.
Aaron Mullagh, head coach of the San
José State University Spartans hockey team,
said the Bay Area has something valuable
to offer to the East Coast Hockey League
(ECHL) athletes. With all of the cultural
diversity in the area, Mullagh feels it is easier to take your mind off of the game for a
few hours and relax, which is sometimes the
best remedy for problems you are having on
the ice.
While there is a moderately large
hockey fan base in the vicinity, not many
top athletes stay in California. “The only
way to succeed in pro hockey is to leave the
Bay Area,” Mullagh said. “The skill and talent is definitely here, but they don’t have
the environment to facilitate that tone to
get them to the pro hockey level. That’s why
people leave and that needs to change.”
Jon Gustafson, general manager at
Sharks Ice, believes there is a lot to be optimistic about. “We have wonderful athletes
and northern California is the next big hotbed in hockey,” he said.
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WORDS: Kenny Martin

SF Bulls will drop the puck at the
Cow Palace this fall
Photo courtesy of SF Bulls

While there’s no way to accurately predict the effects actions will have, maybe the
start of something great for hockey in the
Bay Area will come in mid-October, when
the San Francisco Bulls, an ECHL team,
take to the ice at the Cow Palace.
Despite the challenges facing top competitive level hockey in the area, the Bulls
organization is happy to be making their
home in the city by the bay.
Bulls’ head coach Pat Curcio said he is
very excited for the team’s first season. “We
feel lots of support from the community,”
Curcio said in an email. “The response has
been very positive.”
Perhaps the Bulls, who will be a part of
the Pacific Division of the ECHL along with
the Stockton Thunder, will be the catalyst
to really spark the growth of hockey in the
Bay Area, both in terms of fans and players.
Mullagh, who was a hockey player
before becoming a coach, believes the arrival
of the Bulls is a positive development.

“What’s great about the SF Bulls
coming to the Bay Area is it allows a cost
effective alternative to watching pro hockey,
and gets the exposure of hockey in general
to the Bay Area,” Mullagh said.
Curcio decided to start his team in San
Francisco because of the great fan base in
the community and has also noticed the
success of the Sharks. Curcio said he is
seeking to establish a working relationship
between the Bulls and the Sharks.
The tryouts for the SF Bulls will be
held in September at the Cow Palace and
is open to all who are interested. While the
Bulls might not do anything to advance the
state of hockey in the area, it could just be
part of a chain of events that leads to a more
hopeful future for young hockey players in
northern California. As it is with any team,
if the Bulls can be successful within their
first several seasons, the possibilities are
endless. Only time will tell.

perfection
WORDS & PHOTOS:
Jeffrey Cianci

MAHARAJA
PILSNER

ALLAGASH
WHITE

There can be much more
to beer pairings than the stereotypical beer and burger
image. Using the refreshing
flavor of a cool light beer can
be a great companion for a
spicy meal such as Indian or
Thai food. Tandoori Oven,
located on First street, has
a very tasty menu of curries, nann wraps and Indian
spiced snacks. They also
serve several Indian beers
including a true Indian Pale
Ale and a Pilsner. The lightflavored Maharaja Pilsner is
served best cold in a frosty
mug. The light blonde beer
is refreshingly clean tasting
and smooth with only a slight
hoppy tang. Tandoori’s vegetable curry is a delicious mix
of sweet potato and eggplant
in spicy gravy seasoned with
cumin, garlic and ginger. The
spicy curry was offset well by
the crisp refreshing Pilsner
and easily cleaned the palette.

Craft beers are becoming more popular due to
their unique flavors and hand
crafted quality. Portland,
Maine is home to one of
my favorite cra f t beers,
Allagash White. The White is
Allagash’s spin on a Belgian
wheat beer and is sweet and
spiced with flavors of cardamom and orange. The cloudy,
bright blonde beer pairs well
with barbecue and salty flavors, such as Naglee Park
Garage’s garlic and paprika
pork ribs. The ribs have a
crispy dry spiced crust but
the meat is juicy and tender.
The ribs have a dry rub spice
but come with homemade
tomato marmalade sauce
that is sweet and smoky with
a sour aftertaste. The smoky
and sweet barbecue flavor is
an excellent partner to the
sweet and fruity white beer.
While the ribs don’t have too
much kick to them, the spiced
paprika and other spices is a
warm and hearty flavor that
is easily washed down by the
orange-tinted brew.

Vegetable Curry

Pork Ribs

SIERRA
NEVADA
PALE ALE
Sierra Nevada Brewing
Company’s Pale Ale is a
wildly popular beer for its
clean refreshing and easy to
drink taste. Characterized
for its hoppy tangy taste and
clean light f lavor, this Pale
Ale is a good pair for munching food at the bar. The Pale
Ale’s light toasted flavor with
the added sour tang goes
well with greasy snacks such
as french fries, burgers and
sandwiches, which may be
why it is so popular at baseball games. Flames Bar &
Grill’s barbecue chicken flatbread goes awesome with
Sierra Nevada’s Pale Ale. The
tangy sweet flavor of barbecued chicken and the crisp
taste of onion and cilantro of
the flatbread pairs well with
the Pale Ale’s bitter hops.

Chicken Flatbread

GORDON
BIERSCH
MAIBOCK
Maibock, translating
from German, is literally
bock beer of May. The beer
has a very dark caramel color
and flavor with a sweet, deep,
tangy f lavor that finishes
bitter on your tongue. The
aroma of burnt bread greets
your nose as you dive in for
another sip. The Maibock has
a sharper, tangy flavor and
smell that is to be enjoyed
slowly over a hearty meal. The
robust flavor of the Maibock
pa irs best w it h Gordon
Biersch’s Boutique Burger
which is on their Spring
menu. The burger is topped
with a spicy aioli, a sweet and
juicy roasted tomato, peppery
baby arugula and garlic-herb
cheese. At first bite you get a
taste of salty and juicy burger,
creamy, garlic-cheese and the
sweet tomato all between
a soft potato bun. Served
alongside are the crispy garlic
french fries whose wonderfully pungent garlic f lavor
is cleaned well by the bitter
Maibock.

Boutique Burger

HEROEs ASSEMBLE!
Why superheroes inspire the hero in all of us

A

WORDS: Timothy Estolano

PHOTOS: Jonathan Park

group of talented individuals, each possessing unique traits, brought forth together
under a common bond, is given a responsibility greater than what ordinary people
could fathom.
The Avengers’ purpose is to “fight the foes that no single superhero can withstand.” They do
this while balancing dual identities. As college students, some of us can relate to having dual identities. But we all have outlets to which we turn to for a break from our hectic lives. Movies and comic
books are some of those outlets. The Avengers is sure to be a blockbuster hit. Ever since the tease
of a superhero team assembling near the end of “Iron Man” in 2008, this movie has been highly
anticipated by fans. But what is behind the hype that draws fans to these characters?

LEFT: The Avengers releases May
4, 2012. From left
to right: Iron Man,
Nick Fury, Thor,
Black Widow, Hulk,
Loki and Captain
America. RIGHT:
The Avengers
jumping out of a
comic book cover.

I first spoke with Mel Nash, entrepreneur and owner of Legends Comics &
Games in Cupertino. I entered his store
filled with numerous memorabilia and
many Avengers themed items.
“I think this Avenger movie is going
to be awesome,” Nash said. “What they’re
doing with this new movie that I think is
correct is they’re not trying to give you the
origin of all the characters at once; they’ve
already done that with each of the movies... it’s more about the origin of them as
a team.”
The assembled on screen Avengers
team includes: Iron Man, Captain America,
Thor, The Hulk, Hawkeye, Black Widow
and Nick Fury. These are, however, not the
original ones that teamed up in the comics
created by writer-editor Stan Lee and artist/
co-creator Jack Kirby in 1963.
While some fans consider the comic
books as canon, the Avengers on film takes
place in its own separate universe. “It’s the
same concept,” said Joshua Lee, a Child
Development major at SJSU. “It’s not going
to be the same story from the comics but I
mean what fun would that be?”

Andrew Skelton, shift leader at Camera
12 and pictoral art graduate of SJSU, is looking forward to the movie. “I feel like special
effects have gotten to a point where they can
really represent the story.”
Skelton told me his life was more like
a comic book. “Comic books don’t end,” he
explained. “They have little stories but that
story ends and the characters stay there... It
all kind of builds on itself. Whereas movies have these nice convenient beginnings,
middles, ends and it’s over.”
I’d like to think that some people view
their lives like a movie or a comic book. We
conduct inner monologues that can’t be
read by the people around us. It’s something
we do inherently since it’s our life, our story
to live through.
Aside from the super powers (if any)
heroes possess, it’s what makes these characters human that interests people.
“A lot of [the characters] kind of interact with things that are on people’s minds,”
Skelton said. “Like The Hulk with his anger
control or like with Iron Man and his drinking problem.”

Yes, the Avengers are not perfect, they
are f lawed much like the rest of us. But
despite their flaws and their humanity, they
are still capable of pushing forward and
accomplishing monumental feats.
I have come to find that it’s not just
about the Avengers anymore, but more
about what they represent to people and the
inspiration that can be drawn from them.
“It’s because they read them, lived
them, and dreamt of them,” said Luis
Barrios, semiconductor consultant and former SJSU student.
Superheroes will be around longer than
we will because they adapt to the changes
in society. According to Nash, stories have
to continue to evolve for these superheroes
to stay modern. Nash prefers the new backgrounds of superheroes rather than the old
ones because it’s what is current. “It’s what
we’re living in,” Nash said.
Everyone has their own journey to follow, their movie to be seen or comic book
to be read. If you are the main character
in your own life story, how has your hero’s
journey been so far?
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An interview with Egoraptor, the
man behind the amusingly awesome YouTube flash animations.
Moonbot Studios tells us about
the inspiring journey behind
their animated short film.
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Letter from the Edit or
Spring is here bringing the sweet smell of a
fresh start after spring break at SJSU. That anxious
tease of summer is just around the corner. For some
of us, we have to start planning our journey that lies
ahead after graduation in May. I often find myself
pondering not just what I want to do after my journey
here at SJSU, but also who I want to be. After this issue
I might have a general idea: I want to be me.
The Access staff and writers spoke to some
incredible people with creative minds packed full
of dreams and hopes. Some are industry professionals, popular nobodies or just people who work really
hard at their jobs. After hearing their stories, I’ve come
to realize the most important thing to remember is
be yourself.
Be you. Embrace the guilty pleasures, the secret talents and the embarrassing anecdotes. Just like
the talents and dreams of the people we bring you
this issue, celebrate your inner geek, the smarty-pants,
the uncoordinated athlete, the crazed fashionista, the
imaginative dreamer or all of the above. You don’t
need to put a label on it, just call it by your first name.
Embrace you. Record what makes you happy and whatever you do, don’t lock it in a box and
throw away the key. Enter the so-called “real world”
prepared and armed with yourself. You might be surprised what doors open up for you.

Download the events guide from
our website or scan the QR code!
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Fashion madness for launch of Italian designer line at local H&M store
With shopping lists clenched in their fists
and money to spend, customers lined up outside the H&M store in Santana Row. It was
March 8, the morning that Marni-crazed fans
had been awaiting for weeks. Even the chilling
5 a.m. air couldn’t stop them — some had been
waiting since midnight.
The popular store that carries fashions
for women, men and children features special
collections throughout the year that are collaborations with popular designers. Previous
collaborations have included Versace, Lanvin
and Jimmy Choo, but this day was Marni’s
launch and the collection would only be available at select stores around the world.
Over the past year, designer collaborations
have grown increasingly popular. When stores
like H&M have prominent collections, chaos
generally ensues. A typical launch day is much
like Black Friday sales as customers file outside
of retail stores early in the morning and run
around in a shopping frenzy once inside. March
8 was no exception.

While waiting in line, I spoke with Diana
Peng, 23, of San Francisco. The self-professed
Marni lover who had been at the store since 4
a.m. said she had been among the first in line
when she arrived. However, Santana Row security had broken up the line and told customers
to wait in their cars until 6 a.m. so as to not
disrupt Santana Row’s residents. Security continued with rounds to ensure no one else lined
up. At approximately 5:30 a.m., they quit and
customers ran back to the store to fight for
their spots. This frustrated customers who were
pushed back in line due to the security team’s
inconsistency.
Like other customers, Peng feared there
wouldn’t be enough Marni items to go around.
She confessed she had walked down the row of
customers and had “sized everyone up” to see
which sizes would go first.
Adrian Haggerty, 38, of San José, was
part of the security team that later took over.
When asked about the crowd, Haggerty was
pleased. Compared to previous groups at other

launches, he said that this one
was “perfect.”
H& M employee
Monica Murillo, 22,
of San José showed up
on the scene. She too
stated that the Marni
group was much tamer
compared to the previous Versace crowd. The
shoppers grew louder
and more restless as the
store’s opening time,
8 a.m., approached.
Eventua l ly, a major
problem arose – new customers were arriving and cutting in line next to their friends.
Customers in the back of the line were furious.
The store manager, Lisa Mclaughlin, came
out to address the crowd and different colored
wristbands were distributed. Each color was
assigned to 30 customers. Each group was only
allowed to shop for 15 minutes and was limited

Continued on page 8

WORDS: Sean Wince
A group of kids at heart gather in underground parking garages
to play dodgeball. It's not just for the playground anymore.

PHOTOS: Sean Whitmore

welcome to the underground
Your opponent takes two steps forward,
clutching the rubber ball with a powerful grip
that contorts its very shape. He suddenly spins,
his arm outstretched, and when his body comes
back to face you, he unleashes the ball with the
fury and speed of a baseball pitcher. It hurdles
toward you, and in the last second, you duck
your head and feel the ball whizzing past, rustling your hair. You breathe a sigh of relief.
That’s when another ball comes flying, and
there’s no time to dodge this one — you have to
catch it. Such is the intensity at the dodgeball
events hosted by Underground Dizzle Bizzle, a
group that organizes free games every Thursday
night in an underground parking garage in
Santa Clara.

4

For six years, UDB has been functioning
as the premiere weekly event for anyone who
believes dodgeball is not just a game for children, but for anyone looking to have a good
time. Cousins Kenny and David Cox have led
UDB since the beginning and watched as the
attendance grew with each successive year.
“You can’t go anywhere else in the entire
world and go play dodgeball in underground
parking garages late at night against 250 other
kids,” Kenny Cox says, as a game is underway
behind him. “You just can’t do that.”
Indeed, UDB expands to incredible levels
of attendance during the busy summertime.
Hundreds of players flock to the event from all
over the Bay Area, itching to test their mettle

against some of the most passionate dodgeball
aficionados this side of the Sacramento Valley.
Some just show up to watch and get a feel for
the atmosphere as up to three games occur
simultaneously. Beginning players often form
their own game, separate from the heated chaos
of the experienced players who have practiced
for several years. Some passionate players have
even created their own signature moves for
annihilating the competition.
Janie Montoya, fiancée of co-founder
David Cox, explained that she once saw a player
who was very good at doing front handsprings
while holding a ball — he would bounce off the
ball, front-flip forward, and launch the ball as
he landed back on his feet. “It’s the coolest trick

Continued on page 8

Unsung heroes
Local comic shop offers unique venue for all ages
to get your groove on while getting your geek on

N

estled near the heart of San José, between the
merger of South Market and South First streets
and the 280 overpass, is a comic shop. No, scratch that:
Slave Labor Graphics (SLG) Publishing’s Art Boutiki &
Gallery is no ordinary comic shop, but a true California
gem of history and undiscovered entertainment. To understand the uniqueness of this indefinable wonderland, one
must — as with all great superheroes — look to its origins.
Rewind to 1986, where Dan Vado (notable publisher
with DC Comics) launched SLG Publishing to publish
Larry Shapiro and Ron Lim’s “Shadow Star #3.” A comic
creator-friendly company with an emphasis on creator

WORDS: Orion Petitclerc
PHOTOS: Jonathan Park

responsibility, SLG seeks to introduce “new creators to
new audiences,” according to Vado.
What about the staple genre of comics: superheroes?
“We used to get a lot of superhero submissions, but we’ve
never successfully published a superhero comic,” Vado
said, recalling his experiences with DC comics. “People
don’t necessarily like ‘superheroes’. They like Marvel or
DC superheroes.” SLG is where people can go to find the
often overlooked “other” comics that aren’t defined by the
common misconception that comics are mainly superhero
epics. You can find most SLG titles at its physical shop, the
Art Boutiki & Gallery.
Continued on page 6

Continued from page 5
The Art Boutiki was first established
with a toy-manufacturing wing for SLG’s
own toy line. Today, the store f loor is
divided into two visually and functionally
unique spaces. The front is a dedicated shop
and gallery, and the back is a performance
and workshop space with a homey, indie
garage-band feel.
“We’re just trying to provide a nice, little space where artists can show their work
[and] musicians can show themselves,”
Vado explains as he relaxes on a seat opposite a makeshift stage doused with tropic
décor and amps. “Kind of the same thing
[we’re] doing with publishing.”
Only a few feet from the entrance to
the front of the store is a small snack stand

where visitors and musicians can refresh
themselves as they mingle, perform and
inspect art. The Art Boutiki isn’t a gallery
where one can expect to find adult beverages, though. It’s intended to be a special
all-ages niche of discovery and exhibition.
“It sort of came on us by accident that
bands like to play here [and] people like
to exhibit here … the atmosphere that we
created, we put a lot of time and work and
effort into making this place look cool,”
Vado said.
The Art Boutiki hosts special monthly
events. The South First Friday Art Walk
of San José makes the Boutiki an exciting
destination every first Friday of the month.
Every Wednesday, the Nerd Mart Swap

Meet takes place for vendors and visitors
to barter and sell comics, art, toys, music
and more.
To accommodate the changing market and economy, both SLG and the Art
Boutiki will be taking steps to evolve their
services. SLG will be employing a new service model where creators will assume full
financial responsibility for publication, and
the Art Boutiki plans long-term to incorporate a café into the shop to attract additional
revenue to support its performance wing.
SLG Publishing seeks comic artists
and writers who are serious about their
work and passionate about the stories they
want to publish. Two fine examples of SLG
patrons are Stephen Coughlin, creator of

COMICS

TOP LEFT: A piece by artist Bryan Dobrow from Art Boutiki’s theme
‘Cult Films and Midnight Movies’ depicts Walter from ‘The Big Lebowski.’ TOP RIGHT: A Sweeney Schragg band member plays the piano
accordion. BOTTOM LEFT: A collection of artwork from various artists
is displayed in tune to the theme ‘Cult Films and Midnight Movies.’
BOTTOM RIGHT: Sweeney Schragg (left) performing at Art Boutiki
with his Jazz band; Schragg is also an English professor at SJSU.
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murder mystery “Sanctuary,” and Chris
Wisnia, creator of “Doris Danger Giant
Monster Adventures.”
“I’ve had great experiences with SLG,”
Wisnia said. “I really appreciated that Dan
tells things straight. I know where I stand
with him. … I appreciate his faith in me.
And creatively, he’s hands off. He lets his
creators tell their stories the way they want
to tell them.”
A relative newcomer to the comics
industry — but no stranger to the arts —
Coughlin remarks, “I have no recognition
in the field of comics so promotion is the
biggest struggle for me. SLG continues
to encourage me to reach out to bloggers,
comic book websites and anyone else doing

MUSIC
WORDS: Jackson Wright
No matter what kind of music you like
to listen to, downtown San José pretty much
has you covered. If you’re of legal drinking age, you can walk down the street on
a Friday night and follow your ears to one
of the numerous establishments that will be
happy to take care of you.
Located at 577 S. Market St., the Slave
Labor Graphics (SLG) Art Boutiki offers a
unique alternative to the bar-dominated
music scene downtown. Part art gallery,
part music venue, the Art Boutiki offers a
taste of the action for all ages, offering about
three to four rock and jazz concerts each
month.
“Most other venues don’t have a good
way to differentiate themselves but the
Art Boutiki, because it has that dual business going on. It’s really a great place,” said
Amulya “Lia” Datla, a local promoter who
works closely with the Art Boutiki.
“It’s more of a casual experience than
most music venues I’ve been to, definitely,
but Dan runs so many things on his own
because the Art Boutiki is half a comic book
shop and half a venue,” Datla said. “It’s very
split like that, but at the same time I think
that’s what brings a unique crowd to it.”
Owner and “Big Kahuna” Dan Vado
said the Art Boutiki started getting on

reviews.” Though the Art Boutiki plays host
to many different avenues of entertainment
and culture, its soul remains in its humble
background in comics, and thus is heavily
influenced by the tides of the comic industry and the economy.
“It’s on the verge of complete collapse,”
Vado said about the industry. “We’re probably going to be left with nothing but Marvel
and DC and a few upper-level players that
are pulling their money from sources other
than their comic book revenues, and maybe
nobody will even notice. Comics will always
be here, but I don’t know to what degree
there’ll be an industry and what that industry’s going to look like.” A glimmer of hope
remains, though, in the incorporation of

comics in the education system. “It’s here. It
sort of goes hand-in-hand with the idea that
comics can be more than just superhero
stuff, and so once educators see that comics
have a wide variety in terms of such matter and breadth of complexity, and terms
of reading material and reading levels, they
sort of embrace this stuff,” Vado said.
“A lot of teachers who teach younger
kids come in here and ask me for comics,
and I’ll happily give them some,” Vado said.
“And they’ll tell me … anything that will
get these kids reading, anything. You just
have to step outside and look at comics as
a whole, and not just the comics that you
think you know about.”

the map as a music venue because of their
choice to do all-ages shows.
“Bands want to play for their friends,
but what are their choices really in terms
of playing a show where you’re playing in
front of a crowd that’s not age restricted,”
Vado said. “You either do it in your garage,
or you find a place like Nickel City or whatever, and those places are fine.”
Vado adds that the Art Boutiki cares
about the way music sounds and puts a little
more time, effort and money into the look
and feel of the place. The presentation and
the sound are something people can appreciate, he said.
“First of all, it’s an awesome venue in
principle. SLG is a big name in alternative
press, and when I first heard of the Boutiki I
was like wait, how did this place even come
about?” said Mike Shirley-Donnelly of local
San José band Curious Quail.
“Most venues in the Bay are indie clubs
or are part of the bar scene, which isn’t as
fun,” Shirley-Donnelly said. “Our fans are
all late high school to early college age, so
having an all-ages venue that is as good as
the Boutiki is kind of essential for the scene
to thrive. In short, I’m pro-Boutiki.”
Vado said that music first came into
the equation with involvement in the South
First Friday’s Art Walk that occurs every
first Friday of the month among galleries in
downtown.
“I got my friends together to play to
provide some musical background, and
discovered how really amazing music can

sound in here, especially jazz,” Vado said.
“Every time we had an event here, someone would come and say, ‘I’d like to have
my band play here,’ and it sort of evolved
naturally.”
Vado said that becoming a popular
music venue wasn’t something they set out
to do, but is something that is integral to
what the Art Boutiki is now.
“I think that people just dig the vibe
and I think that if we did do it somewhere
else, it possibly wouldn’t be as cool,” Vado
said.
In just walking from room-to-room in
the Art Boutiki, one immediately gets the
vibe of a home-like atmosphere that Vado
has worked hard to cultivate.
“The way that we figure it, when you go
into anybody’s home, this is the fancy living
room. Back there is the garage where everybody has fun. We’re thinking about adding
a coffee shop in here someday or some sort
of café, and if we did, we’d say that’s the
kitchen. That’s where everybody hangs out,
right?”
March 23 will bring the latest installment of eMerging Arts, a music and art
collaboration between Datla and local photographer Aaron Blumenshine, to the Art
Boutiki. Each show highlights three bands
and one artist’s work with the upcoming
show featuring Stories in Braille, Curious
Quail and Brooke D on the pin-up fashion
of Park Place Vintage.

Marni (Continued from page 4)
to purchasing a maximum of two items
per customer. Inside, there was a designated section for the Marni pieces and
as soon as the first customer stepped in,
manners went out the door. Shoppers
were reaching for every Marni piece in
sight.
I looked around me and examined
the beautiful purple and gold brocade skirts, tops and pants. White and
black sequin collars, large white and
red bracelets adorned with rhinestones
and gorgeous black and white f lower
necklaces sat on the center table. I was
snapped out of my thoughts when I was
shoved aside by a customer lunging for
the accessories table.
While in line at the registers, customers formed a bartering
system hoping to trade for items they wanted. The employees
restocked some of the collection but most items were gone.
The Marni line launch was a huge success for H&M.
Ultimately customers left satisfied with the selection offered but
were horrified by the low stock that the retailer carried. But
that’s what a limited edition collection is about – being limited.

Dodgeball (Continued from page 4)
I’ve ever seen,” Montoya says. “And he’s accurate. He’s badass.”
Underground Dizzle Bizzle has not been without its share
of challenges. As Kenny and David constantly remind the players, their usage of the parking garage is a privilege, not a right.
Drugs, litter and graffiti are not tolerated whatsoever, as any
of these factors could compromise the group’s implicit agreement with the property owners to use the garage late at night
for dodgeball.
“We clean up after ourselves so no one knows we were
here, and when we’re here we’re respectful,” Kenny Cox says.
He also explains the issues that come with being underground. “We don’t break anything [and] no drugs or alcohol
are allowed.”
UDB may not remain underground forever, though. One
of David’s goals in the future is to open a giant sports facility,
with Kenny at the helms of management. A big part of the
facility, of course, is going to be dodgeball.
“At the same time, I don’t want to lose the underground
aspect,” David Cox says. “It’s such a great feel and ambiance of
coming down playing in an underground parking garage, free
play all night long.”
Check out UDB’s Facebook to join the fun:
facebook.com/welcometotheunderground
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They are the brave warriors of downtown San
José facing drunken tirades and witnessing the
nights patrons will never forget (or remember).
These are the stories from behind the bars, the
confessions of bartenders and bouncers. While
these stories may have brought laughs to many,
let them also serve as a warning against heavy
binge drinking and as testimony to those who work
through the night.
Access editors Andrew Reclusado, Michael Staat and
Timothy Estolano contributed to this report.

Tom Starling
Last seen at: Britannia Arms
Time Served: 2 years
Lamest attempt to get in: There

are always
“cousins” of the manager. Every night
he would always have 10 cousins I’ve
never seen before trying to get in the
door.
Worst pick-up attempt: A girl walks up and
she asks me how much the cover is. A
guy further back in line starts yelling “I’ll
pay the cover girl! I’ll pay the cover!”
Drink of choice: Dark beer

Rachel Warner

Last seen at: Caravan
Time Served: 12 years
Craziest Story: Somebody

got macheted
here once. It was four years ago and a
guy that we had hired to be a bouncer
… got fired for being a bad bouncer but
he retaliated ... and they came up [to
someone outside the bar] and macheted him in the arm and stabbed him in the side.
Worst pick-up attempt: I wear my keys around my
neck so guys always say, “Is that the key to your
heart?” And I say, “No, that shriveled up and
died a long time ago. What are you drinking?”
Drink of choice: Jack and Coke. Keep it simple.

Jasen Silver

Last seen at: Firehouse No. 1
Time Served: Less than one month
On kicking someone out: We had a couple chicks that jumped on the bar

and they started stripping. We like it, but we can’t allow it.
Lamest pick up line: I’m like a dryer sheet. I just want to snuggle.
Drink of choice: Blue Moon Belgian Wheat. Try it with a slice of lemon.

Israel Golden
Last seen at: O’Flaherty’s Irish Pub
Time Served: 5 years
Lamest attempt to get in: I had a white

girl pass off her ID to an Asian
girl. I was looking at it and I said, “Clearly this isn’t you.”
On kicking someone out: The guy was acting up and throwing stuff at another customer. I grabbed him by his arms and he’s jumping around
… and he hit me … and I couldn’t figure out how I was going to
open the door without letting him go … so I kinda opened the door
with his head.
Drink of choice: Shots of Jameson or Brown

Erica Manning-Law
Last seen at: Tres Gringos
Time Served: 3 years
On kicking someone out: Just

the other week we were allowed to dance on
the bar here so all the bartenders started dancing and this old ass man
thought it was OK to reach up and squeeze my ass and I told him it was
not OK. I got off the bar and basically cussed him out and told him he
wasn’t in a fuckin’ strip club and you better get the fuck out or I’m gonna
have this big ass security guard drag his ass out. Those are your options.
Drink of choice: Erica’s Ecstasy. It’s my specialty shot with dragonberry rum.

Lee Johnson
Last seen at: Fahrenheit

Time Served: 10 years
Words of Wisdom: I’ll have a little chat with you … if you say you want gin

… and maybe some tart or sweetness or maybe some berries. I know for
a fact I can make a gin drink that’s a little tart with a little bit of berry flavor. And the fact you told me that, I can’t fuck it up … tell me what you
want. This is how bartending used to be before prohibition.
Drink of choice: Whiskey or beer. I don’t like being drunk. I like getting drunk.

Awesome Egoraptor interview

...I mean Venusaur

Access: What was your inspiration for

WORDS: Kim Diaz
Despite the busy schedule of a typical San
José State student, many find time to indulge
themselves by messing around on the Internet
and watching videos on YouTube. Egoraptor,
aka Arin Hanson, is a popular flash animator
among students and uses his videos to parody
video games. He is the 49th most subscribed
channel of all time comedians on YouTube,
with his most widespread video racking up over
8.5 million views, according to his YouTube
page. He is most renowned for animating the
“Awesome” series, “Girlchan in Paradise” and
“Sequelitis.”
He is known for being very funny, if
sometimes very crude, while also poking fun
at video games that many of you may remember, like Pokémon, Metal Gear Solid and Street
Fighter. He is not afraid to be vulgar, which is
why his videos garner millions of views. Here,
we get to talk to Egoraptor in depth about his
animations, his newest series “Sequelitis” and
his opinion on video games today.

the “Awesome Series?”
Egoraptor: I wanted to do the voice of
Snake [a video game character] ‘cause I was
doing it in a lot of cartoons, and I figured the
best way to do that was to just write my own
script. So I did. And then, I had all the voices
done and so I just figured I’ll start animating it
and I did and it existed. And it did really well
and I didn’t expect it to and then MTV contacted me and asked me if I would do it for
them and I was like, “Oh, OK!” So I did that,
and then I don’t know, it just became a thing.

A: How long have you been animating?
Not just the stuff that we’ve seen on YouTube
but in general.
E: I don’t know. Single digits? Textbooks
and flipbooks, stuff like that.
A: You’ve talked about a lot of old video

A:

So in “Sequelitis,” you talk a lot about
the good concepts of video games and what
they do right. If you were to make a video
game of your own, what concepts from old
video games would you bring over to improve
video games right now?
E: Just intrusive tutorials, fucking leveling up and achievements need to go. More focus
on a core mechanic and making it interesting throughout a long experience. Something
simple like Tetris stands up to fucking Batman:
Arkham Asylum [the recent action adventure
video game] and wins and beats the shit out of
it because it’s just a good core mechanic and it
doesn’t get boring.

A: That’s really interesting because usually from everyone that I know really likes
story in video games nowadays.
E: Well, they need to shut the fuck up.

games ... What are your favorite video games
of today?
E: I like Braid. I like Flower. I like Fallout
3, Tribes Descend ... that’s really hard to say. I
like Lumines. Games suck nowadays. I like
Kirby’s Epic Yarn. That was pretty fun.

A: I understand why t hey say it.
Everybody wants a good story, but there’s
always that, “I like playing a game just for the
sake of playing a game.”
E: I just think it’s a distraction from their
shitty game.

A: I’ve heard very good things about that.
E: It’s like a total joy to play. It’s not really

A: Any outside activities?
E: I’m trying to learn Japanese right now.

that hard, you just feel like you’re enjoying
yourself the whole time you play it. Most games
give me a headache. Like a literal headache.

So I can go to Japan and buy more video games.

A: I agree with you. I can’t really play
games as mind-numbingly long as I used to.
E: They’re too complicated and in the
same respect they’re too simple. It’s hard to
explain but there’s a lot of stuff that makes it
convoluted and it doesn’t need to be.

To listen to the full interview and get
more info on Egoraptor and his experience on
The Tester, check out the interview online at
sjsuaccessmag.com or scan the QR code.

All illustrations are courtesy of Egoraptor.

DIRECTLY ABOVE: Metal Gear Awesome 2.
Depiction of Snake from Metal Gear Solid
TOP OF PAGE: Egoraptor draws himself as
a cartoon expressing his desire to be just
like Zero from the Mega Man series.

LEFT: Awesome Noir. Behind
the scenes sketch and snapshot of Detective Cole Phillips
interviewing a suspect.

FROM THE
Louisiana BAYOUS

Hollywood

Still images taken from the animated short
film ‘The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris
Lessmore,’ courtesy of Moonbot Studios.

WORDS: Michael Staat

The story behind the Academy Award-winning animated short film

It

began in the Big Easy and ended
in the land of Tinseltown. “The
Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris
Lessmore” has had a surreal journey. The
short film follows Morris Lessmore, a bibliophile who gets sucked into a windstorm

faced gargantuan costs that little animation
companies could not match.
With the creation of more inexpensive hardware to produce animation, “The
Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris
Lessmore” successfully beat out Pixar’s

creative freedom Moonbot Studios offers
artists. “I’ve always been a person who likes
having control on things,” Bluhm said from
the Louisiana based studio. “Being able to
design a character and having a say from
beginning to end.”

and transported to a novel world of flying
books and adventure. Stephen Holden of

short “La Luna” in the Oscar race.
Blending a cinematic cocktail of com-

Producing the film was a difficult task
that required working long hours on the

the L.A. Times called the short a “wondrous 14-minute allegory about literary

puters, miniature sets and traditional
animation, the short film was produced

parts of the technicians. The film’s opening
scenes take place on a miniature set of the

imagination.”
With a team of over 30 profession-

entirely by Moonbot Studios.

Big Easy.
“The most challenging parts were

als, Moonbot Studios made the film at its
headquarters in Shreveport, Louisiana. It
won this year’s Oscar for “Best Animated
Short” after qualifying for the nomination
through screenings at last year’s Cinequest.
Will the win pave the way for smaller studios to move up the ranks to the level of
success of animation titans such as Pixar,
Dreamworks or Disney?
Program Director for Cinequest
Michael Rabehl was still beaming with
excitement over “Flying Books” receiving
the Oscar when he sat down with Access
in the Cinequest lounge to discuss the film
and the future of smaller studios.
“It all comes down to the budget,” he
said. In the past, computer animated films

Everything is
visually driven.
-Joe Bluhm
William Joyce and Brandon Oldenberg
founded the studios in 2009. Before starting Moonbot Studios, Joyce worked for
Pixar, where he helped shape the designs for
Buzz and Woody of “Toy Story.” Oldenberg
hails from a long history of animation work
with Disney, Pixar, Dreamworks and many
more. Joyce and Oldenberg served as codirectors on “Flying Books.”
Art lead and character designer Joe
Bluhm was the first artist to be hired by
Moonbot Studios. Bluhm said he likes the

building the sets of New Orleans. We built
10 or 12 buildings and filmed it without giving away that it’s boxes sitting on a table,”
said technical lead Bohdon Sayre from
Moonbot Studios.
The crew completed a whopping 375
camera setups in only five days for the miniatures. The film not only makes use of older
techniques on a technical scale, but on an
artistic one as well. The Moonbot Studios
team delved in the cinema of the past for
creative inspiration, based off favorites of
the film’s directors.
“One thing they had us look at was
Buster Keaton, Charlie Chaplin and Harry
Lloyd,” Bluhm said, referring to the three
Continued on page 12
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Flying Books(Continued from page 11)

“The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr.
Morris Lessmore” will be published as
most famous comedians of the silent
a book later this year. An iPad app feafilm era.
turing an interactive version of the film
The classic design of Morris
is currently available on the App Store.
Lessmore is based loosely on Keaton,
The journey for “Flying Books,”
who sported a suit and porkpie hat.
much like the bookworm protagonist
A classical score using a 50-piece
in the film, has been a magical one.
orchestra stirs up the richest emotions
After winning the Oscar, co-direcand uses retro tunes such as “Pop Goes
tors Joyce and Oldenberg returned
the Weasel.” “Flying Books” utilizes
Directors William Joyce (left) and Brandon Oldenberg
to Shreveport, Louisiana to a hero’s
no dialogue as well, relying on the
hold the first Oscar statuettes for Moonbot Studios.
welcome, featuring a parade with hunpower of music and the eye.
Photo courtesy of Oscars.com
dreds in attendance.
“Everything is visually driven,”
As the city celebrated and confetti
The film was completed on time to
Bluhm said. “[This element] was defirained down, Shreveport’s mayor declared
be screened at San José’s Cinequest Film
nitely the keystone of what we were trying
March 5, 2012 to be “William Joyce and
Festival in 2011. From there, it showed in
to build.” Another major influence on the
Brandon Oldenberg Day.”
Florida, Atlanta, Canada, Seattle, Chicago
film was “The Wizard of Oz,” which was the
and Austin. So far, the film has received
first film Joyce ever saw. The opening of the
more than a dozen awards. “Flying Books”
film tears a page directly from “Oz” as the
picked up the first Oscar for Moonbot
title character of “Flying Books” gets sucked
Studios, perhaps the first of many.
into a huge windstorm.

Above are character sketches of Morris
Lessmore, courtesy of Moonbot Studios.
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My grandfather taught me to always
follow my dreams and get a college
degree. And here I am in my final semester
of college, publishing my first magazine as
Editor and Art Director with an amazing,
dedicated crew.
Two days after we began working on
this issue, my grandfather passed away...
just before I was able to call and tell him
I reached my goal in becoming editor of
Access magazine.
Inspired by the reflections of my
grandfather’s long life journey over the
past eight decades, this magazine seeks
to record our artistic history by remembering the creative talent that chronicles our
past, present and future. It is important to
remember the people that inspire us by
keeping a record of it. In this issue, we
have recorded the achievements of musicians, actors and moviemakers. We hope
you will be inspired.
I dedicate this issue to my PaPa, Orval
C. White, as my inspiration to always be a
creative thinker, believer and dreamer.
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Megan Wymer
Brittany Patterson
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Co-founders of Cinequest
speak on the passion and
innovation behind filmmaking and the Cinequest Film
Festival experience.

6

Matt Payne and Lizzie Cuevas of Glowing Stars discuss
how their versatile sound
sets them apart, with the
help of a Game Boy.

7

An SJSU sophomore shares
her experience taking on her
first lead role in the stage
adaptation of Jane Austen’s
novel “Emma.”

8

St. Paddy’s Day is around the
corner and we know many of
you will be looking to spend
the occasion by drinking a
nice cold one.

Brought to you by San José State University, Access
magazine is your guide to Arts & Entertainment in
the San José area. If you still can’t get enough of us,
check out exclusive content on our website:

sjsuAccessMag.com
www. = More content online!
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Tues-Sun
2/28th–
3/11th

Friday

The 22nd annual Cinequest Film Festival
has arrived to San José, continuing to bring
notice to emerging actors, directors and
producers.
www.cinequest.org

Friday

Fri-Sun
2 –4

th

10th

12th

The San José Jazz Winter Fest is coming to
San Pedro Square, featuring established and
uprising jazz musicians for a three-day event.
www.sanjosejazz.org

Orlando Jones
The comedy styles of Orlando Jones will be
performing three nights at the San José
Improv Comedy Club, located on 2nd Street.
www.improv.com

Thurs-Sat “Emma”
"Emma," a screenplay adapted from the
15th–17th renowned Jane Austen novel, will be
for six nights at the SJSU
Tues-Thurs performed
th
nd University Theatre.
20 –22 www.sjsutheatrearts.com

Friday

Tues-Sun Broadway Presents:

“Beauty and the Beast”
Broadway San José presents “Beauty and the
Beast,” a delightful musical based on the
Academy Award-winning animated film.
www.broadwaysanjose.com

Wednesday Tech Museum After Hours
Science, technology, entertainment and
cocktails. The event is held monthly
and includes music, games and
hands-on exhibits.
www.thetech.org

Lady Antebellum:
Own the Night Tour 2012

San José welcomes 2012 Grammy winners for
Country Album of the Year, Lady Antebellum. They will be performing at HP Pavilion.
www.ladyantebellum.com

Saturday Tyga
24th

7th

Coming to the SJSU Event Center on his
Club Paradise Tour is Drake with Kendrick
Lamar and A$AP Rocky.
www.drakeofficial.com

Monday San José Jazz Winter Fest 2012

23rd
6th–11th

The Club Paradise Tour

“Totem,” Opening Night
Beginning March 2nd, Cirque du Soleil
presents Totem in San José, an acrobatic
phenomenon depicting the development
of the human species.
www.cirquedusoleil.com

2

nd

Saturday Drake:

South First Friday
South First Fridays presents up to 19 art
galleries and studios throughout downtown San José that participate in an open
art walk every first Friday of the month.
www.southfirstfridays.com

2

nd

nd

Cinequest Film Festival

Hip-Hop's very own Tyga is coming to
Santa Cruz and will be performing at the
Catalyst nightclub.
www.tygasworld.com

Tuesday Kelly Clarkson:
27th

Stronger Tour 2012
Kelly Clarkson returns to San José on her
Stronger Tour and will be performing at
the SJSU Event Center.
www.kellyclarkson.com
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Transcending borders
An inside scoop on the traditions of Cinequest and how
this year's festival will satisfy your appetite.

C

inequest Film Festival loves innovators that think outside of the
box and empower the community. Every year, Cinequest screens films that
inspire viewers to create something beautiful
out of the struggles in life. The film festival is
a collective ground for artists and community
leaders to celebrate and transform the human
experience. The passion from co-founders,
Kathleen Powell and Halfdan Hussey, is what
fuels Cinequest to continue innovating and
inspiring the film industry into the future.
Hussey challenges individuals to be innovative and passionate at every stage in their life.
An individual’s vision can be the catalyst
for tomorrow. Hussey and Powell have mastered the blend of art and technology with the
Cinequest Film Festival, bringing two opposing
worlds together to inspire others.
-Innovating film in the digital ageCinequest was created as a resource to
provide advanced technology to filmmakers,
enabling them to digitize their productions.
“Many have called us the place you find the
future of film,” Hussey, executive director of
Cinequest, said. “We’re ahead of the game.”
After 22 years, Hussey and Powell continue to find ways to grow and achieve that
goal because it is their passion. “When you’re
emerging in the world, sort of speak [sic], you’re
looking for that thing you’re going to like and
love for your career... Almost everybody can be
successful in doing something they truly love,”
Hussey said.
Today, Cinequest Film Festival leads the
way in digital film production and distribution.
Filmmakers have access to the latest technology

WORDS: Megan Wymer
PHOTOS: Sean Whitmore

from sponsors like Hewlett-Packard and Intel,
Artists, innovators, film lovers and executives
which also helps impact and reach a global
mingle to discuss ideas and industry growth at
audience. Powell and Hussey use their science,
VIP soirées at downtown restaurants.
business and artistic educational backgrounds
“What I hope they take from [the theme]
and skills to create a large gathering of film
is more awareness of all the different cultures
enthusiasts. They also created a production
and people around the world and I hope that
company called Cinequest Mavericks Studio to
they come and connect with others and just
educate filmmakers into the digital age.
have a great time finding other people that love
“We are very blessed by a great team of
the same kind of films that they do. That conscientists, artists, engineers and innovators
nection is just so important,” Powell said.
and really creative people in the entertainCinequest also makes connections through
ment world,” a gracious Hussey explained.
the Writers Celebration each year, which will
“We attract and build relationships around the
be held on March 9 at the San José Repertory
globe through Cinequest Film Festival and our
Theatre. This event allows experienced and
Mavericks Studio.”
successful professionals to advise emerging
The company began digitizing movies
artists on how to pitch and sell a screenplay.
and replacing film in a time when not many
Hussey foresees that the traditional Writers
believed. It took years of pasCelebration will see no end
Every
year
we
sion to find the technology
at Cinequest. “Sometimes as
and technique for audia film artist you’re just happy
challenge ourselves
ences to experience the same
you finished and it’s your
emotional connection with
baby,” Hussey said. “You just
to do more.
digital movies as they had
want to show it and celebrate, but at
with film. By next year, Hussey thinks almost
Cinequest you always have a great opportunity
every cinema in America will be completely
to learn about all those things that are going to
digital and believes Cinequest and Mavericks
make the future of film.”
Studio are leading that transition.
This year’s film festival also introduces
-Elements of passion, with a twista culinary experience with Encore Day on
“Passion and connection, those are my
March 11, offering the ultimate date night with
two things,” Powell, co-founder and president
the union of award-winning films and gourof Cinequest, said. This year Cinequest conmet food trucks. Films will entertain all day
nected two of their favorite elements for the
with a parade of innovative cuisine outside the
festival’s theme: “Never Ending Passion.” It
theaters.
continues the festival’s tradition of creativity,
“Every year we challenge ourselves to do
innovation and empowerment through film.
more,” Hussey explained. One way Hussey
This year, the theme inspires passion every
expands the horizon of Cinequest each year is
night of the film festival with various events.
with the Maverick Spirit Award, following the

spirit of whom the award is named after, Samuel
Maverick. As a rancher, Maverick chose not to
brand his calves and allowed them to roam free.
This is reminiscent of the trust and creative
freedom Cinequest honors in leading innovators, actors and directors like Alec Baldwin and
Spike Lee, notable previous award winners.
This year, the Maverick Spirit Awards has
a unique twist honoring a different kind of
artist. Two chefs, Michael Mina and Michael
Miller, are being honored as culinary artists on
March 4 at the Silicon Valley Capital Club. “It’s
an honor,” Miller added. “It’s an honor to share
our kitchen with Chef Mina.”
These Maverick Spirit Award winners use
the same combination of ingredients in their
cooking as moviemakers do in their film making: science and art. Miller is in agreement with
the idea. “I’m sure it’s very similar to a filmmaker. Inspiration is all around us.”
“I’ve learned through the years that film
people and foodies go hand and hand. So we
love bringing in more of the culinary experience this year,” Hussey said. “So we still are
honoring filmmakers,” Powell adds. (That distinction goes to British auteur, Terence Davies)
“Food itself is just such an incredible art form
and we felt the line-up this year during one of
our soirées would honor chefs.”
-Inspiration for the futureCinequest brings this fuel of passion for
science and art into a youth mentorship program called Picture the Possibilities (PTP). The
program empowers the youth to impact global
leaders to make decisions for a better tomorrow.
Along with Cinequest, emerging young cinematographers in Los Angeles, East Palo Alto,
New York, Mexico and China created short
films from personal experiences. “We decided
to do something really special and use the festival as a communication tool to bring global
youth to tell the story of their world and how we
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TOP: Cinequest Maverick Spirit Award
BOTTOM: Halfdan Hussey,

Cinequest Co-founder
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can create a better world for tomorrow,” Hussey
explained. “We’re utilizing film to connect their
vision with global users.”
The eight films will premiere in a threepart program from March 1 to March 4. The
participants will have a private premiere to connect with global leaders across the U.S., Mexico
and China through TelePresence by interacting
with the officials on a live camera. With the
business, cultural and political leaders, PTP
participants will help to create tangible plans
for positive change in the community. The following day, the short documentaries will go live
on the PTP website with profiles and e-learning
opportunities.
The public premiere of the youth’s documentaries takes place on March 4 at the
California Theatre. The films will be featured
along with highlights from the interaction with
global leaders and discussions with the rising
cinematographers themselves. Bigger and better things are planned for next year’s program.
-The Cinequest experienceThe movies showcased during Cinequest
not only inspires but also uplifts spirits. Hussey
explained that he selects movies to change
people’s lives. “Sometimes people are having
hard times and challenges,” Hussey said. “At
Cinequest, they learn from other people who
have had similar challenges, but have selected
to create amazing things in their world where
they can change and transform their existence.
So it’s a very inspirational and empowering
experience.”
Cinequest Film Festival is not just the
viewing experience of a few films. It is an
inspirational spark for the future of art and
technology, and with Cinequest’s unrelenting
pursuit of innovation and expanding possibilities, the sky is the limit.
Access editors Christina Molina, Anna White and
Timothy Estolano contributed to this article.

WRITERS CELEBRATION

SJ Rep Theatre @10am-5pm

SJ Rep Theatre @10am, 1pm & 3pm

2

9

4

PICTURE THE POSSIBILITIES
California Theatre @3pm

ENCORE DAY

Camera 12 & California Theatre @11am-9pm

10

ADOBE YOUTH VOICES
Camera 12 @11am

Scan the QR
code to go
to the online
Cinequest Film
Festival Guide.

11
CLOSING NIGHT

California Theatre @7pm
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Review
A Glowing
TOP: The Glowing Stars playing at
Rockage. MIDDLE: Matt Payne (drums,
keytar, vocals & Game Boy synth)
BOTTOM: Lizzie Cuevas
(guitar, lead vocals & Game Boy synth)

WORDS: Andrew Reclusado
Who would have thought
the 1989 Nintendo Game Boy
could be the third member of a
rock band in the 21st century?
Bay Area band mates Matt
Payne (drums, keytar, vocals &
Game Boy) and Lizzie Cuevas
(guitar, lead vocals & Game
Boy) are joined by a multitude of modified Game Boy
hand-helds to create an infectious fusion of retro synths
and indie-rock known as The
Glowing Stars. While both Payne and Cuevas
are starting fresh with this band, they are able
to bring their friendship and band experience
to create an engaging chemistry on stage.
“We’ve been talking about a video game
oriented band for a long time and what it was
actually going to turn out to be we didn’t figure out, until I suddenly remembered LSDJ
(LittleSound DJ) on the Game Boy,” Payne said.
“If you want to get started in chiptune, you just
need a Game Boy and the cartridge.”
While The Glowing Stars are a rock band
at their core, they have been able to harness
the sound chips from the original Game Boy,
which separate them from other chip and nonchiptune acts. After being in numerous bands,
Payne and Cuevas reintroduced themselves as
The Glowing Stars in December of 2010.
For their debut performance, they got
to play alongside other well-known chiptune
acts such as Peelander-Z, crashfaster and
Anamanaguchi. “Now that I think about it, the
Anamanaguchi show was even bigger for me
than [having played] Warped Tour,” Cuevas
said. “The thing about that show is even if you
played a show with more people at it, [there
was] something about that show. The energy
was so magical. What a way to start this band,”
Payne replied.
Unlike a lot of other chiptune-oriented
bands, The Glowing Stars are versatile enough
to play chiptune shows, rock shows and other
themed events. “We’re a chiptune band so we
play all these chiptune shows,” Payne explained.
Cuevas added that while the band does
play chiptune shows they are open to play
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Beats

anything relating to video games. “Oh, hey.
Why don’t you play our GDC [Game Developer’s
Conference] thing?” mimicked Cuevas.
Payne enjoys the frequency being booked
for chip shows. “You’re like I want to play more
regular shows and play with some bands.”
Luckily for them, The Glowing Stars was one
of the featured artists to play at the weekend
long celebration of indie rock music and retro
video games known as Rockage, at the San José
Women’s Club on Feb. 11 and 12.
Their performance began in true Glowing
Stars fashion as Payne and Cuevas appeared on
stage in color coordinated pink, teal and white
costumes. “It’s fun playing shows and having a
certain look so people know it’s that band that
wears that all the time,” Cuevas explained. “It’s
like cartoon characters. Shaggy wears the same
shirt all the time. It’s just easily identifiable and
fun to watch on stage.”
While not every crowd member was
familiar with the names of Payne and Cuevas
prior to the performance, the energy emitted
from the stage created this upbeat and positive
energy throughout the audience. This childlike
enthusiasm washed over the concert hall, which
made you reminisce to the days of yesteryear
when defeating your first Mega Man boss was
one of the only priorities as a kid.
The Glowing Stars is the perfect band
to exemplify the rocking out feel of Rockage.
Before hitting the stage, Payne explained what
the chiptune scene is really like. “People who
are really earnestly into the music and that’s all
they’re there for.”

Check out our exclusive web interview with
The Glowing Stars online!

PLAY WITH HEART

Students marry
dedication with
talent in SJSU
dramatization
of Jane Austen's
“Emma.”

WORDS: Brittany Patterson

As the sky darkens outside
San José State University’s Hugh
Gillis Hall most students are making their way home, but for a small
group of dedicated thespians the
night is just beginning.
They are a hodgepodge of
characters, both in reality and in
the alternative reality of “Emma,”
the upcoming production that is
being put on by SJSU’s theater arts
department.
In the warmly lit recesses
of the University Theatre, the
actors and the stage will be transformed into a haven for Jane
Austen’s beloved novel – a universe of antiquated customs long
since observed in today’s society,
billowing and green, full of rich
characters learning about love and
the art of growing up.
For the cast of “Emma” their
journey will entail much more
than just playing a character, it
will mean learning to work with
one another, slowly turning into a family connected by the stage.
“It’s a timeless story of a 21-year-old
girl who is scared to take the next step,” says
Kathleen Normington, the director of “Emma”
and an SJSU theater professor. “In this case
that’s marriage. She’s in denial and instead she
makes matches of other people.”
Normington says she had reservations
about bringing Jane Austen to SJSU at first.
Two years ago at the Ashland Shakespeare
Festival in Oregon, Normington and some
friends had tickets to “Pride and Prejudice.”
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ABOVE: sophomore Danielle Williams as Emma Woodhouse
senior Jason Kapoor as Mr. George Knightley

“I had my doubts about seeing it,”
Normington says. “The audience was full of
young people and they were transfixed and I
thought, we’ve got to do ‘Pride and Prejudice.’”
Noting that the scale of “Pride and
Prejudice” wouldn’t be feasible at SJSU, costuming a cast of 24 alone would drain the typical
budget, Normington jumped on the opportunity to read “Emma” when a fellow colleague
brought Michael Bloom’s newly adapted screenplay to her attention.
Set in 19th century England, the actors
must not only focus on becoming their character, but they have a dialect and distinct set of
mannerisms to master.
For sophomore theater major Danielle
Williams, “Emma” will be the first lead role in
her acting career.
“I don’t think I ever specifically said to
myself that I wanted to go for the role of Emma,”
she says. “I would honestly have been grateful
for any role in the play, however, I auditioned
because I’ve always thought it would be fun to
be in a period show that took place in such an
elegant world.”
Williams says she picked one monologue, from Bernard Shaw’s “Pygmalion,” four
days before and memorized it. One day before
the audition she says she found one she liked
even better from Charles McWittig’s “Help
Incorporated.”
“I was so shaky, so nervous,” she says. “It
was probably the best experience I have ever
had where I wasn’t intimidated by the director.”
Williams will have to sing alone, something she says she’s never had to do in her career
so far. To prepare she says she’s been immersing
herself in the time period and dialect as much
as possible.

“I started watching ‘Sense and Sensibility’
in parts,” she says. “I’m kind of pulling from
that. I go back to anything with British people
in it. I watch ‘Harry Potter.’”
Williams insists Normington is a supportive director.
“When everyone has a giggle fit, she does
too,” she said. “We’re having a lot of fun with it.
It’s a really supportive cast.”
As a director, Normington says she sets
ground rules for the production.
“I tell them early on I’m here to learn from
you,” she says. “We explore the play together.”
Sitting on the stage during one of the early
rehearsals, relaxed and smiling, Normington
listens intently as the actors read the three goals
she’s asked them to establish for themselves.
When it’s Williams’ turn she positions
herself, careful to face both Normington and
her fellow cast mates. Smiling slightly, she
chirps in her newly acquired British accent.
She wants to work on projection, getting into
character and her honesty.
“But not just honesty as my character,”
she explains. “I want to have honesty when connecting to the audience.”
Marissa Stough, the stage manager and
a junior theater and English double major, says
during the process of putting on a production
the cast transforms into a family.
“When a show’s over, you’re sad because
you don’t see these people anymore,” she says.
“It’s 12 weeks of pure work, five days a week, 6
to 10. We all have classes the next day, but for
most of us it’s something we want to do for the
rest of our lives.”
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ART: Jeiji Bruno
Each of these venues was hand chosen (and tested) by our editors for
their ability to save you money and make sure you have a good time.
Non-alcoholic options are available at all locations.

1

Flames

4

Johnny V’s

Grab an Irish Car Bomb
and corned beef & cabbage

Watch your head around the low
ceiling and grab a can of whatever you can afford

2

Cinebar

5

O’Flaherty’s
Irish Pub

Stop here for a good ol’ Pabst
Blue Ribbon or a Whiskey Sour

A pint of the Black (Guinness)
and a shot of whiskey to have a
little Irish in you

Prepared by MagCloud for T. Mitchell. Get more at sjsu-jmc.magcloud.com.

3 Tres Gringos

Pick up a Zippers Margarita or a
Tecate in a can and some street tacos

6

The Old
Wagon Saloon

Liter steins all the way...

